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A B S T R A C T

A biomaterial can replace the function of a real organ, conferring properties of support, regeneration or resistance.
In the present investigation, a new composite was developed in the form of a polymeric membrane embedded
with hydroxyapatite and alumina particles to be used as scaffolding and to allow cell viability. The support matrix
is poly ε-caprolactone, which is a biodegradable polymer, hydroxyapatite is the ceramic that contributes to the
improvement of osteoconductive and osteo-regenerative properties, while alumina provides the hardness to the
composite for its viable application in the orthopedic industry. The morphology of the composite resulted in an
interweaving of fibers with a diameter of 840 � 230 nm. The composites were analyzed to the MTT cytotoxicity
test, showing that none of the composites were toxic (p ¼ 0.0001); where the PCL/HA/α-Al2O3 composite showed
greater cellular viability with 238%, demonstrating its possible usefulness as orthopedic material, in filling
fractures, or bone imperfections caused by physical damage.
1. Introduction

The orthopedic, dental and biomedical area seeks to develop mate-
rials with compatibility qualities in the human body to increase the
quality of life in patients who have suffered bone loss or damage. The
developed materials must have the capacity to fill and support the
loading efforts to which they are exposed, as well as being biochemically
compatible. Synthetic hydroxyapatite (HA) is a compound with
biomedical applications, due to its similarity to the inorganic phase of
human bone [1–3]. HA based materials are bioactive and tend to be
porous, allowing bone ingrowth and can also be absorbed into the or-
ganism [4]. HA can be used for dental or orthopedic applications, alone,
and in conjunction with autologous and allogeneic bone grafts, or in
composites as bone cement for the repair of facial skull defects, or as graft
material for the repair of the bone defects [5]. However, hydroxyapatite
has great fragility, which is why its mechanical stability limits its use for
the regeneration of bone defects [2,3,5].

Most of the composite materials used in the orthopedic and dental
areas must have regenerative, biocompatibility and resistance properties
and any newmaterial designed for this purpose has to achieve some or all
of these characteristics [6–15]. Poly ε-caprolactone (PCL) is a biocom-
patible and biodegradable polymer [6,20,22], and that in combination
s-L�opez).
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with other materials has shown regenerative characteristics, allowing
cell adhesion [7,8]. α-alumina (α-Al2O3) has been extensively used in
orthopedic and dental applications because of its great resistance and
chemical inertia, Sopyan et al. [4,11,22] have shown that the addition of
Al2O3 together with HA increases the resistance to compression, without
being toxic and allowing the adhesion of osteoblasts [9]. The use of PCL
fibers with HA and α-Al2O3 particles is proposed, where PCL is used as
biodegradable material, which serves as a transport of HA and α-Al2O3
particles, obtaining a resistant, biodegradable and regenerative material.
The addition of HA allows for improvements in the osteoconductive and
osseointegration properties, as reported byMalik et al. [9], shown to help
better adhesion and facilitates cell growth [3,10]. The aim of this project
was to a develop a composite in the form of a polymer membrane
embedded with hydroxyapatite-alumina particles that act as scaffolding
and allow cell viability.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis hydroxyapatite nanopowders

Hydroxyapatite was prepared using the precipitation method,
whereby Ca(NO3)2.4H2O (ACS, Sigma-Aldrich©) and (NH4)2HPO4 (ACS,
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Table 1
Parameters for obtaining fibers by the electrospinning method.

Parameters/
Compound

Distance
(cm)

Humidity
(%)

Voltage
(Kv)

Flow
rate (μl/
min)

Diameter
(μm)

PCL 10 40 8 15 0,84 �
0,23

PCL-HA 12 35 11 10 0.96 �
0.32

PCL- α-Al2O3 12 39 9 13 1.13 �
0.41

PCL-HA-
α-Al2O3

13.5 42 11 16 1.39 �
0.64
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Alfa Aesar©) were dissolved in deionized water separately. The Phos-
phate solution was then added dropwise into the nitrate solution and
mixed under constant magnetic stirring for 60 min. The pH of the final
solution was adjusted to 11 using NH4OH (Jalmek©) and stirred for
additional 60 min at ambient temperature. The formed precipitate was
separated from the liquid by centrifuging at 12,500 rpm and washed
twice with deionized water and once with isopropanol centrifuging be-
tween each wash. The precipitate was thermally treated in a high tem-
perature oven (Thermo scientific© Heratherm™) at 100 �C for 24 h and
then in a crucible (Thermo scientific© Thermoline™) at 800 �C for 2 h
with a heating ramp of 5 �C/min.

2.2. Synthesis alumina nanopowders

For the synthesis of alpha alumina nanoparticles, emulsions were
prepared frommetalorganic precursor aluminum formate and urea, using
ethanol as solvent, until obtaining a homogeneous white paste.
Aluminum formate Al(O2CH)3 was obtained by chemical synthesis
described by Reyes et al. [11] involving a mixture of aluminum with
formic acid (HCOOH) using mercuric chloride (HgCl2) as catalyst to
obtain the aluminum formate solution which was spray dried to produce
fine granulated metal-organic precursor. Heat treatment was done by
microwave combustion; each of the emulsions was exposed to micro-
waves (1000 w) for 5 min to obtain porous agglomerates. The agglom-
erates were calcined in a muffle furnace at a temperature of 1050 �C for 1
h in an oxygen rich atmosphere, using a 10 �C/min curve. After calci-
nation, the fragile agglomerates were ground in an agate mortar to obtain
fine alumina powders.

2.3. Preparation of solutions for fibrillar membranes

For the elaboration of the solutions, poly ε-caprolactone (PCL) (ACS,
Fig. 1. Identification of functional groups present in the polymer membrane
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Sigma-Aldrich©) was diluted in acetone at 10%, later were added 2% of
HA powder, 2% of α-Al2O3 powder, and also a solution of PCL, HA and
α-Al2O3 was prepared, keeping them in magnetic agitation for 1 h and in
ultrasonic bath for 1 h. The precursor solutions were transferred to 10 mL
glass syringes (Fortuna© Optima™) and placed in an injection pump
(KD© Scientific™). The distance to the collector of 10–14 cm was used
during electrospinning process, feeding rate was 10–16 μl/min, while
voltage was 8–11 kV. Fibers were collected on a rotating drum covered
with aluminum foil. Environmental parameters during electrospinning
process were 21 �C and 35–42% for Temperature and Relative Humidity,
respectively. Four different fibrillar composites were made: PCL, PCL-
HA, PCL-α-Al2O3 and PCL-HA-α-Al2O3.

Characterization of as-spun fibers was carried out by Fourier Trans-
formed Infrared Spectroscopy with a Bruker© Alpha Platinum™ ATR
instrument by Attenuated Total Reflection technique, with 40 scans and
resolution of 4 cm-1. Morphology and diameters were determined by
Scanning Electron Microscopy with an instrument JEOL© JSM-6010
PLUS/LA™. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Differential vcsamples
were also characterized by Raman spectroscopy using a 532 nm laser
scanning an area of 5 μm, and crystalline phases were identified by XRD
with a PANalytical© X’Pert™ PRO diffractometer (Cu Kα1, 35 kV, 25
mA) with scanning range from 20 to 80� and 2�/min scan speed.

2.4. In situ assay

2.4.1. Cell culture
The Primary Dermal Fibroblast Normal Human, Neonatal (HDFn) was

obtained from ATCC® (PCS-201-010™) and were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, SIGMA, D5523) with supplements of
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, at 37 �C
in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 and 95% air (SHELLAB,
SL2406). The culture medium of both was refreshed every two days;
upon confluence, cells were rinsed with 2 mL of phosphate buffered sa-
line (PBS) solution and incubated with 5 mL of 0.05% trypsin-EDTA at
37 �C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Next, within 1–2 min,
the trypsin enzyme activity was stopped by the addition of 5 mL of
complete growth medium and centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 rpm. The
supernatant was discarded, while the cells were suspended in fresh me-
dium and seeded onto culture flasks for further propagation and subse-
quent passages. Cells from 2nd to 4th passages were seeded on
composites to measure its growth.

2.4.2. Cell viability
The PCL nanofibers were cut into round pieces (5.5 mm in diameter)

and disinfected by exposure to UV light for 30 min on each side, were
s. Poly ε-caprolactone (PCL), Hydroxyapatite (HA), Alumina (α-Al2O3).



Fig. 2. Morphology of the PCL fibers at 5,000� (a) and 10,000� (b); PCL-HA fibers at 5,000� (c) and 10,000� (d); and PCL-α-Al2O3 fibers at 5,000� (e) and
10,000� (f).
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then placed in a 96-well plate and seeded with 5000 cells per well; tissue
culture plate was used as control. Cell viability was measured at time
points of 24, 48 and 72 h usingMTT reagent (3–4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)
�2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide, Sigma-Aldrich©), 0.5 mg/mL in PBS
(Tran et al., 2015). On the day of measurement, medium was carefully
replaced on fresh DMEM þ10% FBS with diluted MTT (1:10, 10% MTT),
and incubated for 1 h at 37 �C in a CO2 incubator to allow the trans-
formation of MTT dye to formazan salt. After removing incubation me-
dium, formazan crystals were dissolved in 100 μl solution of DMSO. MTT
reduction was quantified by measuring the light absorbance at 570 nm
using the Benchmark Plus absorbance microplate reader (BioRad©). MTT
test was repeated nine times. Percentage of viability was calculated by
the following formulation:
3

Viability ð%Þ¼ OD Treated cells
OD Control cells

X100
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Composites fabrication

The PCL composite used a distance of 10 cm and a flow of 15 μL/min,
unlike the PCL-HA composite that used a distance of 12 cm, with a
voltage of 11 Kv and a flow of 10 μL/min the difference flow is given by
the change of humidity; in the PCL-α-Al2O3 fibers the distance was
maintained at 12 cm, the voltage decreased to 9 Kv and the flow
increased to 13 μL/min, due to conductivity of the alumina suspension.
While for the fibers of PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 it was necessary to modify the



Fig. 3. Morphology of the PCL-HA-Al2O3 fibers observed at a) 2000�, b) 5000�, c) 10000� and the chemical composition in d) (EDX).
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flow rate for the expulsion of the solution to the decrease of mobility
presented by the increase of the ceramic used, the increase in voltage
causes the expulsion of the particles when loading them helping the flow
of the polymer which is affected by the humidity due to the hydrophobic
characteristics presented by the polymer, hindering the evaporation of
the solvent and the flow of this, the increase of the distance is due to the
fact that a greater volatilization of the solvent and the lengthening of the
fibers, The parameters used in the fabrication of the fibers is shown in
Table 1.

3.1.1. FTIR analysis
Infrared spectroscopy was used to reaffirm the composition of the

membranes and the presence of the ceramic particles that were
Fig. 4. Cellular proliferation on PCL, PCL-HA, PCL-α-Al2O3 and PCL-
HA-α-Al2O3.
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suspended in the polymer solution. The infrared bands of the fibers have
the same wavelengths, this is due to the fact that alumina and hy-
droxyapatite particles are found in a lesser proportion in the polymer
suspension, in addition to being embedded in the polymer, infrared ra-
diation does not penetrate the material, and it is not possible to observe
Fig. 5. Cellular growth comparison at different times from 24 to 120 h (*in the
same group).



Fig. 6. Morphology of mineralization of the PCL fibers at 2,000� (a) and 5,000� (b); PCL-HA fibers at 2,000� (c) and 5,000� (d); and PCL-α-Al2O3 fibers at 2,000�
(e) and 5,000� (f).
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the characteristic vibrations of alumina and hydroxyapatite, obtaining
only the characteristic vibrational bands of PCL. In the infrared spectrum
of poly ε-caprolactone in Fig. 1, vibrations of asymmetric stretching at
2943 cm�1 for the CH3 group and stretches by deformation at 2865 cm�1

for the methylene group, bands of vibrations by stretching to 1720 cm�1

for C––O, bands by crystalline stretching at 1365 and 1470 cm�1 for the
COC group, and vibration bands by asymmetric stretching at 1240, 1110,
1165, 960, 732 and 450 cm �1 for the COC group. Vibrations were found
at 2800 and 2650 cm�1 corresponding to –CH2 [20,21,22].

In the DSC made of PCL an exothermic peak is observed at 62.35 �C,
while in PCL-HA it increases to 62.38 �C and with PCL-αAl2O3 it increases
to 62.72 �C, observing that when the ceramics are introduced, the
melting point increases, showing that the PCL-α-Al2O3 fibers are the ones
that need a greater application of heat to reach it’s melting point, while in
the crystallization process occurs at a lower temperature in the PCL fi-
bers. The presence of ceramics diminishes the purity of the material
causing the decrease of the energy needed to bring it to a point of fusion
and crystallization of the material. It is important to know if the material
5

can resist the temperatures present in the human body, high tempera-
tures should not affect the material because the maximum temperature
that can be reached by the human body is 41–42 �C.

3.1.2. SEM of the fibers before biological assays
In this work electrospinning technique was used because of its

simplicity and effectiveness in making nanofibers. Additionally, in this
method, fiber diameter was controlled to produce a scaffold of PCL, PCL-
HA, PCL- α-Al2O3 and PCL-HA-α-Al2O3. Fig. 2 shows a sample of nano-
fibers of 10% PCL (2-a, 2-b), 10% PCL with 2% HA (2-c, 2-d) and 10%
PCL with 2% α-Al2O3 (2-e, 2-f). It was observed that the fibers obtained
from PCL, PCL and ceramics are unidirectional, with different diameters.
Voltage controlled fibers formation, since it elongates and breaks surface
tension of polymer solution. Increasing ceramic concentration caused
instability of Taylor cone and an increase in fibers whipping movement.

SEM micrographs in Fig. 2-a and b shows the morphology of PCL fi-
bers. The structure of fibers presents a random arrangement. The images
show fibers with a cylindrical smooth surface, and are free of beads,



Fig. 7. Cells and mineralization over PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 fibers, at a) 5000�, b) 20000�, c) 10,000 � y d) 40,000 �.
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precipitates and fractures with a diameter of 0,84� 0,23 μm. Fig. 2-c and
d shows the morphology of PCL-HA fibers. Fig. 2-d is a magnification of
the sample were its observed that the HA is embedded in the PCL reaf-
firming the presence of HA dispersed in the polymer solution, it was also
seen that the fiber is smooth and tubular, with a fibrillar size of 0.96 �
0.32 μm. Fig. 2-e and f shows a sample of nanofibers of 10% PCL with 2%
α-Al2O3. Fig. 2-e gives an overview of the fibers, where there are very few
defects, allowing to observe a spindle shape, and that increase the
average diameter of the fibers. In Fig. 2-f it’s a magnification of the fibers,
the α-Al2O3 particles are found in embedded in the upper part of the fiber
in greater detail. It is possible to observe that the fibers are rough and
continuous, however, they are distributed randomly along the plane and
their diameter is variable. The fibers have an average size of 1.13 � 0.41
μm. In addition, there are some agglomerations of α-Al2O3 in the external
part of the fibers. The deformations were due to impact and angle on
incidence of polymer jet on the collector, and thus obtaining polydisperse
fibers and some agglomerations.

Fig. 3 shows the morphology of the nanofibers of PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 in
different magnifications showing contrast between the particles of HA
and α-Al2O3 presenting the particles of HA with a characteristic bright-
ness, while the particles of α-Al2O3 look opaque. The fibers have a size of
1.39 � 0.64 μm. The chemical composition of the fibers was obtained
using the X-ray dispersive energy spectrometry (EDX) technique
(Fig. 3d), showing carbon as the predominant element (57.12%) fol-
lowed by oxygen (26.97%), then calcium (8.95%), phosphorus (4.19%)
and aluminum (2.76%). Carbon is the predominant element because of
the presence of poly ε-caprolactone, the presence of calcium, phosphorus,
indicates the presence of hydroxyapatite present and aluminum the
presence of alumina, oxygen is shown in said percentage since this is part
of the three components.

Electrospun fibers tend to break and generate deformations at longer
distances, while at short distances solvent do not volatilize at enough
rates and generates agglomerations. It is observed that there is no great
6

difference in the parameters used for the realization of fibers, but it can
be seen that the small differences are visible in the size of the fibers, one
of the parameters that influence is the flow in the fibers of PCL-HA-
α-Al2O3, which is higher, causing an increase in the size of the fibers,
unlike those of PCL-HA and PCL-α- Al2O3 that have a lower flow; while
the size difference in the PCL-HA and PCL-α- Al2O3 fibers is due to the
electrical conductivity causing the PCL-α- Al2O3 fibers to have a larger
size because it has a higher electrical conductivity which facilitates
greater output of the solution causing a greater size of the fibers. Thus,
reduction in voltage, feeding rate, and decrease in ceramics nanoparticles
concentration resulted in smaller diameters. The effect of crystallinity on
biomaterials properties is important in the tissue engineering. The cell
adhesion and proliferation are more in amorphous polymers.

3.1.3. Cytotoxicity of composites
Fig. 4 shows the results from the cell viability test carried out on the

four membranes; finding out that the 4 of them are biocompatible and
favor the cellular proliferation. In the case of the PCL-only membranes
the viability values are 14, 22 and 127%, above than those of the control
cells, at 24, 48 and 72 h of incubation, respectively. Its acceptance is due
to the use of the polymer as an energy source; the PCL begins an oxidation
process for the formation of lactic acid that is assimilated to transform
into energy, helping in cell growth [13]. The PCL-HAmembranes present
increments of 14, 89 and 131% at the three incubation times, respec-
tively; this acceptance could be related to the HA and its capacity for
cellular conduction and induction; by providing the compound Ca2þ ions,
which help on the suspension of HPO4

2� allowing the assimilation of ions,
establishing these chemical exchanges allows the formation of interfacial
bonds in living tissue, favoring the integration process and tissue for-
mation [14]. Obtaining pure HA allows us to have a composite which
presents ions that provide the capacity of partial or complete replacement
of PO4

3� ions by HPO4
2�, Ca2þ by Kþ or Mg2þ, and OH� by F�, Cl�, Br�,

helping in the solubility and as a source of ions which will intervene in



Fig. 8. IR spectra of cellular proliferation on a) PCL, b) PCL-HA, c) PCL-α-Al2O3, d) PCL-HA-α-Al2O3, e) IP1660/1720 and f) IP1720/1165.
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the cellular metabolization helping the integration of the composite [18].
Moreover, the membranes embedded with α-Al2O3 particles present an
increment of 43, 39 and 119% on cell growth at the three times of in-
cubation with respect to the control; this increment is due to the fact that
the alumina particles give greater firmness to the PCL polymer mem-
brane, facilitation cellular mobility. Meanwhile the viability on the
PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 reached values of 52, 61 and 138%, higher than those of
the control at 24, 48 and 72 h of incubation.

In the data analysis (ANOVA) with a significance of 0.0001, as shown
in Fig. 5 by means of a chart of boxes, the deviations presented in the
study are � 5, F ¼ 240.61, 19� of freedom between groups, and 40� of
freedom within the groups. In the analysis of comparisons by Tukey,
there was no difference in growth at 72 h in the PCL-HA-α-Al2O3, PCL-HA
and PCL composites, presenting greater proliferation, while the PCL-
α-Al2O3 composite had a different level of cell growth, in addition it is
observed that the same levels of viability were present in each incubation
time, each one being different.

3.1.4. SEM of the fibers after biological assays
Fig. 6-a and b shows the fibers of PCL 48 h after the seeding of the

cells; it is possible that when the fibroblasts were in contact with the
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material a mineralization process began, with forming of calcification
sites of different shapes and sizes; the formation of calcifications can
occur in a cell nest in the process of degeneration (cell death process)
[15]. When the cells degenerate, calcium phosphate crystals can be
deposited inside the cell, the mitochondria could be the first organelle to
go through this process, because of the increased permeability of the
membranes, therefore, the degenerating cell may serve as a nest for the
calcification of a tissue [16]. It is possible that when comparing with the
toxicity test the decrease in cell proliferation coincides with this phe-
nomenon. The composite of PCL-HA when in contact with fibroblast cells
results in a mineralization process, as seen in Fig. 6-c and d. The for-
mation of crystals and the presence of vesicles contribute to the miner-
alization process. Hydroxyapatite is adsorbed and forms crystals in the
form of needles on the inner surface of the membrane [16]. The com-
posite of PCL-α-Al2O3 in contact with the fibroblast cells began a process
of mineralization as well. In Fig. 6-e and f, the mineralization can be
observed and through it, certain nodules which have different mor-
phologies produced by the cells. Being the α-alumina a ceramic that al-
lows the adhesion, proliferation and mineralization process [17]. The
process of mineralization occurs when the vesicles create a specific
environment for the deposition of minerals, allowing the formation of
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crystals on the inner surface of the cell membrane and be released from
the cell matrix. Crystals work as templates for the formation of crystalline
matrices, which will lead tissue calcification of the tissue [18]. The
production of crystals or nodules is lower because the alumina does not
present chemical interaction directly with the cells, since alumina is inert
and does not allow the complete adsorption of the composite, avoiding
the multi-formation of crystals when not absorbed, showing crystals in
smaller quantity unlike the PCL composite. The alumina does not present
free radicals and the obtaining of the alpha phase allows to have a
ceramic that has great stability characteristics unlike the other phases of
alumina. It is possible the formation of stable mononuclear complexes
with phosphate, fluoride, sulfates and silicate with alumina, competing
with hydrolysis reactions in phosphate solutions, but also causing little
interaction with the cells present in the medium, attributing lower cell
viability.

The composite of PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 in Fig. 7 shows that not only favors
cell adhesion and proliferation, but also allows mineralization, forming
larger crystals in contrast to those present in the PCL-α-Al2O3 composite.
Alumina is negatively charged at a physiological pH [19], a factor which
may aid in the attraction of Ca2þ ions, facilitating the adhesion of the
crystals formed by the cells. Ca2þ has an influence over the vesicles,
promoting the activity of the ion channels forming collagen. In Fig. 7-c,
collagen fibers can be observed entangled in the fibers of the composite.
Collagen fibers could have an influence over the start and development of
mineral formation [18].

3.1.5. FTIR analysis of the fibers after biological assays
Infrared spectroscopy was used to confirm the decomposition of the

membranes and check the presence of the hydroxyapatite particles and
collagen in to composite. In the infrared spectrum of composite in Fig. 8,
vibrations of asymmetric stretching at 2943 cm�1 and stretches by
deformation at 2865 cm�1 for the CH3 decrease with the time of cellular
growth from 0 to 120 h. Bands of vibrations at 1720 cm�1 for C––O, 1365
and 1470 cm�1 for the COC group, and vibration bands by asymmetric
stretching at 1240, 1110, 1165, 960, 732 and 450 cm�1 for the COC
group have the same behavior of decreasing in intensity, showing the
decomposition of PCL according whit infrared spectra of the all com-
posites treated Fig. 8 in part (a)–(d). Fig. 8 shows a decomposition index
that relates the bands to 1720 and 1165 cm�1 for C––O and COC group
vibrations, this relationship confirms the decomposition of the PCL
polymer when subjected to the biological assays. Fig. 8 also show in the
FT-IR spectra of the composites in the viability test, characteristic ab-
sorption band at 1660 cm�1 for collagen attributed for amide group
C––O. In Fig. 8-f shows an index for the formation of the collagen with
time relating the band at 1660 cm�1 with the band 1720 cm�1 for amide
and carbonyl group for collagen and PCL, where it is clearly seen that the
collagen is formed with the exposure to the cellular assays, and that it
increases with time. Comparing the spectrum of composites fibers
treated, the addition of cell resulted in the formation of amide bands for
collagen, IR are according with SEM results, the intensity of the amide
band increased, indicated certain degree of interaction between the
composites and collagen.

4. Conclusions

Four different membrane composites were made by synthesis of
crystalline hydroxyapatite and alpha-alumina and the electrospinning
method (PCL, PCL-HA, PCL-α-Al2O3, and PCL-HA-α-Al2O3), All com-
posites do not show toxicity by the MTT assay, and the compound with
greater proliferation at 72 h is the PCL-HA-α-Al2O3 membrane. The PCL
composite after cell contact shows greater mineralization, followed by
the PCL-HA and PCL-α-Al2O3 composites. The compound PCL-HA-
α-Al2O3 not only allows cell adhesion and proliferation, but also allows
mineralization and the formation of collagen fibers. The SEM and FT-IR
analyses indicated that chemical interaction between the composite and
cell to form collagen.
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